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Fig. I-1.a Sine-waves response curves 01 me vocal tract ariven externally 
from the pharynx and measured 2 cm in front of the lips. The 
effect of lowering the soft palate a s  in a nasalized vowel and of 
opening the vocal cords as in h-sounds is illustrated for the vow- 
el [a]. 
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Fig. I-1.b Frequency dependency of the bandwidth of vocal resonances 
under conditions of closed glottis. Crosses refer to aver- 
age data reported by H.K.Dunn. 
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Am = American Swe = Swedish n = number of measurements on the 

Swedish subject (G.Fant ) 

F = Fant RS = House and Stevens D = Dunn 

The overall agreement is cspocially appnrent in the case of 

open and half-open backvowels. 

Thc order of magnitude 50 c/s of tho bandwidths of the first 
and second vowel formants is the same as measured by van den Berg with 

similar techniques applied to a laryngectomiacd subject (4), the vocal 

tract of which he drove from a loudspeakcr inserted at the laryngeal 

end of the vocal cavitius. However, with our tcchniquc it is possiblc 

to make measurements on any normal subject and instrumental set up is 

very simple. 
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